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«
mugHda godse
We know that metallic is in, but

Mughda’s skirt is a little too shimmery

for our liking. The bodice is pretty and

the neckline suits her slender frame. The

heavy work on the bodice would have

shone better if the skirt of the dress was

a little more muted. Her hairstyle is a

little too severe, but we’re glad her

earrings didn’t take away from the pretty

makeup she has on. 

«
tanisHa muKHerji
Tanisha’s attempt to rock the Grecian
goddess look is a mix of hits and misses for
us. Her makeup and hair misses the mark
(she should have taken a hint from Emily
Blunt’s brilliant attempt at the same trend)
but we’ve got no bone to pick with this
pretty dress. We would have picked a
different clutch and skipped the neckpiece,
but it adds a little glam to the look, so we’re
not completely against it. 

« celeb Hit or miSS: rHea dHanbHoora takeS a look at wHat our leading ladieS wore tHiS week

«
ricHa cHaddHa
The first thing that attracted us to this outfit

was how similar it looks to a shift dress —

and we love shift dresses! The barely there

straps accentuate her well-shaped

shoulders and the neckline is just perfect. It

would have done better if it was an inch or

two shorter, but the pretty colour, subtle

hints of gold and well-matched accessories

and makeup make this look a winner.

«
sHraddHa Kapoor
There’s nothing that really stands out

about this dress, but the colour is bang on

trend and we love how the sweatheart

neckline flatters her figure. It’s a little

over-pleated for our tastes, but we love

how the neckline is the focus due to the

lack of a necklace. Her hair is so-so, but

we’re fans of the subtle makeup and

statement earrings that she’s rocking

through the look. 
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«
sopHie cHoudry 
Sophie has a pretty enviable figure and

that’s most apparent with this dress. The

shade of white is a bit stark, but the fit is

perfect — everything from the one-shoulder

to the mermaid skirt flatters her figure and

although we wouldn’t normally pick a design

like this, the red motifs add a much-needed

pop of colour. Her makeup is a bit too heavy

handed though and ruins the ethereal look. 

Now that you’ve got your Golden Globes outfit in place
(check out pages 13 & 14 for options), 

Rhea Dhanbhoora & Shirley Mistry bring you simple
hair style tutorials from TRESemmé hairstylist, Daniel

Bauer, which will help you re-create the striking
hairstyles that A-listers sported at the event

« top 5 bucket bagS we love

5. party picK

This metallic, blue and brown

bag from Shopnineteen.com is

a fun alternative to structured

sling bags and will pair well

with party wear.

price `799

« five wayS to rock: SkortS

solids

If you’re a newbie on the skorts bandwagon and want

to take things slow, solids are the way to go. You can

never go wrong with skorts in a solid colour, because

you can pair them with almost any top in your

wardrobe. 

sporty chic

Skorts are super convenient for days when you are on-

the-go, or if you lead an active lifestyle. Not only are

they convenient and comfortable, they also look super

trendy, especially when they’re paired with sneakers

and trainers. And if you’re feeling a little laidback,

throw on a pair of flip flops and you’re good to go.

pleated

There are several different styles of skorts available,

but if you’re looking for a feminine style of the skirt

and shorts combination, pick a pleated pair. A pleated

skort looks more feminine, and resembles an actual

skirt. Pair it with a sheer top to complete your

ensemble.

leather it up

For an edgy vibe, pick a leather skort. You can pair it

with other leather accessories, such as a leather jacket

or shoes for the ultimate rock-chic look, but picking a

softer material is the perfect way to balance things out.

suit up

If street style is your look of choice, pairing skorts with

a blazer, is a great way to polish things up. Make sure

that you keep things subtle and minimal with a plain

top underneath that blazer.

Skorts — a combination of skirts and shorts — have been around since the
’90s and are a fun way to add some versatility to an otherwise boring outfit. 
Sara Shah suggests you follow these tips to have some fun with the trend

>> Kylie Jenner
looks extremely
edgy and stylish in
her pleated skorts

vlcc gold Facial Kit
This single-use facial kit promises to give you

the luxury and convenience of getting a

facial, without having to visit a salon. There

are several kits that offer the same luxury,

and most of them do work. So, I didn’t think

twice when I opened the VLCC Gold Facial

Kit to try it. There’s a free bleach in the box

(the biggest addition to the kit) and the rest

are small sachets; containing a gold scrub, a

peel-off mask, gold gel and gold cream. The

four-step kit seems easy enough to use and

the scrub left my skin soft, smooth and

glowing, so I was quite excited to see what

the peel-off mask would offer up.

Remember to let it dry completely, because

it’s extremely sticky. Getting it out of the

packet and on to your face is hard enough.

Once you peel it off, remnants of yellow

remain on your skin (which will be tinged

with yellow — much to my despair!). The gel

and cream are decent additions, but don’t

do much to salvage the situation. While you

do get a glow, it’s more or less the same as

smearing turmeric over your face and

waiting for it to reduce a tan. It makes your

skin feel soft and smooth —   and that’s it’s

only saving grace.

price `235 for a single use

where Retail outlets across the city

rating **

« juSt out!
1. tan goodness

A tan bag is a must-have. It pairs well with

business formals and summer dresses

alike, and helps to add a subtle pop of

colour to your look, which is why we

recommend picking up this Michael Kors

bag, which is available at Elitify.com. 

price `19,990

4. cHic snaKesKin 

If you’re looking for a

neutral bucket bag that

has spunk, this

snakeskin print option

from Asos.com,

available in a neutral

colour palette, is

extremely eye catching.

price `1,588

3. nice navy

Navy blue bags are

versatile enough to

pair with several

outfits, which is why

we love this bag from

Elespry.com.

price `5,000

Hair

emily Blunt’s classic rope Braid
This is a look that several stars sported on the red carpet, but we loved how
ethereal and pretty Emily looked with hers. Daniel tells us how to get the look: 
n Prep your hair by washing it (he uses the TRESemmé Hair Spa Rejuvenation

Range) with shampoo and then applying massage-able conditioner.
n Part your hair from the middle in two sections.
n Braid both sections into pigtail braids.
n Wrap both the side-braids at the top of your head, secure them with pins and

voila, your look is ready!

reese
witHerspoon’s 
stylisH, retro
waves
This is one of Reese’s
favourite styles and when you
see how good it looks on her,
you can imagine why. Take a
look at how Daniel would
style it to get the same look: 
n Prep your hair by washing

it (Daniel uses the
TRESemmé Smooth and
Shine Range) and create a
centre or deep side part.

n Apply mousse from the
middle to the ends of your
hair in order to lock in the
moisture and secure the
wavy texture.

n Use a hair clip to separate
the lower section before
you start curling.

n Wrap small sections of
your hair around a clip-
less curling iron, keeping
it away from your face.
Hold for five seconds, then
release to form a soft
ringlet. Repeat this
process around the rest 
of your head.

n While the curls cool, prep
the crown of your head by
combing in some mousse.
Spritz hairspray on top for
a wet look.

n Remove the hair clips and
gently brush your hair out
into loose waves and set
the style with a spritz of
hairspray.

lorde’s cHic,
low ponytail
Seeing Lorde on the red carpet
was enough of a treat, especially
because of her chic, black get-
up. But, her newly straightened
hair definitely added to the
excitement. Her low ponytail
was complimented by a deep
side part. Daniel shows you how
to rock this youthful style: 
n Prep your hair by washing it

with good (Daniel uses the
TRESemmé Keratin Smooth
Range) hair products.

n Blow dry your hair straight,
using a soft paddle brush.

n Create a deep part down the
side and then section your
hair in two parts, separating
it across the back of the
head, from ear to ear. 

n Gently tease the lower
section along the horizontal
line between your ears.

n Loosely pull your hair into a
low ponytail at the nape of
your neck. Work on the
ponytail with a flat iron to
give it a polished look. 

n Secure it with an elastic
band and finish with a long,
flat hair band. 

Kate Hudson’s
low Knot
Forget stiff,
high buns,
and try
out Kate
Hudson’s
favourite
style to
nail your
red carpet
look. She
prefers a bun that
is closer to the nape of her neck, and
always looks smashing in it. Daniel tells
us how to create it: 
n Prep your hair (he uses TRESemmé

Hair Spa Rejuvenation range) with
shampoo and then apply a
massage-able conditioner.

n Apply an ample amount of gel/wax
to your hair and then create a
middle parting, giving your head a
clean look.

n Create a tight, low ponytail and
divide the rest of your hair into
three parts

n Twist the three partings counter-
clockwise and roll them into a bun. 

n Twist the ponytail into the bun, and
wrap it tightly around the base.

n Secure the knot with hairpins and
your hair is set for the red carpet!
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/ @
katehudson 

2. Basic BlacK

You can never go wrong

with a black bag, which

is why we recommend

picking up this woven

one from Lara Karen.

Pick it up from

Jabong.com.

price `1,199


